
Pedalboard Manual | VERB:Split

Description
Split reverb created by combining Freaked Prefreak and Freaktail plugins. There is a chorus,
tremolo and phaser in between the two parts of the reverb, opening up a world of sci-fi reverbs.
There are also added mix and bypass controls which control the full effects chain.

Signal Chain

Snapshots
Slow Swirl Sci-fi soundscape with a slow phaser and medium-long reverb

Bouncy Swirl High depth tremolo with a slow phaser and medium-long reverb

Short Vibe Short reverb with a slow phaser, giving a univibe type sound

Hesitant Grains A bit glitchy when playing plucked, lush and smooth when playing
sustained, very low amount of blur but very long tail

Gran-Chorus A smooth and fat sounding medium-long reverb with chorus

Slap Room Short reverb with audible repetitions, chorus on

Slight Perc Short reverb with chorus and a slightly percussive sound due to the
rapid tremolo with a snappy shape



Sections

1 Automatic input signal selector, making the pedalboard automatically work well with
both mono and stereo input signals

2 The core two plugins in the pedalboard: the Freaked Prefreak and Freaktail

3 The added fx in between the split up reverb: the TAP Chorus/Flanger, SHIRO Harmless,
and Calf Phaser

4 The added mix and bypass controls, courtesy of the x42 Stereo X-Fade

Controller Addressings

Page 1: Prefreak, Freaktail and Chorus

Footswitches

Split Verb Press to toggle the full effect chain on/off

Chorus Press to toggle the Chorus on/off, only works when [Split Verb] is active

Knobs - I

Mix Sets the mix of the full effects chain

Blur Sets the amount of Blur of the Prefreak

Blur Lvl Sets the level of the Blur of the Prefreak



Knobs - II

Decay Sets the decay of the Freaktail

Roomsize Sets the room size of the Freaktail

Tail Lvl Sets the level of the tail of the Freaktail

Knobs - III

C.Rate Rate of the Chorus effect

C.Depth Depth of the Chorus effect

C.Contou Contour of the Chorus effect

Page 2: Harmless and Phaser

Footswitches

Harmless Press to toggle Harmless on/off, only works when [Split Verb] is active

Phaser Press to toggle the Phaser on/off, only works when [Split Verb] is active

Knobs - I

H.Rate Rate of the Harmless (tremolo) effect

H.Depth Depth of the Harmless (tremolo) effect

H.Shape Shape of the modulation wave of the Harmless (tremolo) effect

Knobs - II

P.Rate Rate of the Phaser effect

P.Depth Depth of the Phaser effect

P.Center Center frequency of the Phaser effect
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